TUSKIR384 WEAPON SIGHT™

High Performance Multi-Purpose Thermal System for Professionals

- 60mm Objective (~3X Mag)
- 640 x 480 OLED Display
- 640 x 480 Video Output
- 25μm VOX IR Detector
- Multiple Reticles and Options
- 7 Hour Runtime w/2 Batteries

The NITEHOG TUSKIR384™ is a 384 x 288 Enhanced Multi-Purpose Thermal Weapon Sight for Commercial, Military and Law Enforcement Use

Ideal for...
- 384 x 288 Pixel Resolution Enhanced Thermal System
- 640 x 480 Video Output and OLED Display with > 2” Eye Relief
- Proven VOX Microbolometer 25μm Detector Technology
- 60mm Objective (~3x Optics) & 2x, 4x Digital Zoom (~6x, 12x Magnified)
- Rugged Alloy, Shock-Rated for Most Common MIL/LE Platforms
- Built for Use on Real Rifle Calibers - 7.62, .300 WinMag, .338 LaPua, etc
- More than 1,100m Detection Range & >350m Recognition Range
- More than 7Hrs Continuous Power with Rechargeable LiOn
- Includes CR123A Battery Pack for >2 Hour Backup Field Power
- Optional 14 Hour Extended Rechargeable LiOn Battery Pack
- Onboard Picture Capture with Built-In Storage for 200 Images
- Includes Video Cables, PC-Connect Cables, Battery Charger and More
- Quick-Detach Mounting System for MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny Rails
- Silent Shutter Mode for Zero-Noise Non-Uniformity Correction
- Video Output Enables Remote Viewing, Recording or Training
Night vision and thermal imaging items listed on this document fall under the export control of the Office of Munitions Control, U.S. State Department and are subject to the International Traffic in Arms Regulations. Export of units supplied on this contract is contingent upon obtaining the required license from the Office of Munitions Control. Trans-shipment to any destination not authorized on the license without the knowledge of the U.S. State Department is strictly prohibited.

Please call for additional information.
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